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A quiz on the structure of the posterior scapula bone or shoulder blade using interactive
animations and diagrams.Need help with your Anatomy and Physiology I homework? Students
identify the various regions of the human body through drag-and-drop exercises.In this quiz, we
show you the pictures of 17 famous landmarks. Your job is to name them.. Picture Quiz #2.
Name these landmarks pictured below. Click the thumbnails for a larger image. Start Quiz. ..

105. Word Scramble - Body Parts. 69 .In this quiz, we show you the pictures of 17 famous
landmarks. Your job is to name them.The Quiz on this page helps you study the anatomy of the
human body.. The image (the quiz question) shows you a picture of the human skeleton. One
bone . Start the Quiz. 2.. 3. Anterior Skeleton, Upper Body, Click here to access the test. 8. Bone
Landmarks, Anterior Landmarks, Click here to access the test . Includes 120 beautiful muscle
IMAGES with name, action, origin, insertion and the body, with labels that lead to full screen
images of 120 muscles each with the. Test your knowledge of 140 bones and landmarks with
our Speed Quiz in 3D . 100 Pics Body Parts Answers 5 Letters. Welcome to 100 pics quiz
cheat web page. We have all the latest answers for all game packs! Don't forget to select your .
Study Exercise 1: Pictures & Vocabulary flashcards taken from the book Human. Pertaining to
the anterior surface of the elbow.; Anterior Body Landmark. 10.
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